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Jehoshaphat – Class 5 
“We know what to do, but our eyes are on You”
Manitoulin 2005 – 2Chr 20

Last Class
Saw Jehoshaphat being rebuked by Jehu, the son of the prophet who rebuked his own father
Instead of throwing him in jail, he humbly turns his attention to what the nation needs most – more spiritual instruction, and to remove corruptions from the judges throughout the land.
This despite the fact he has had 2 serious military defeats – did not make the army his priority
In the next chapter this may seem a big mistake – he faces an overwhelming invasion

	An amazing chapter – should be much better known


	Will spend 2 classes on it – the story itself is remarkable, and there are a lot of types in it too to both the first and second advents of Christ (more on that tomorrow).


2Chr 20:1-2
Jehoshaphat has been doing the right thing – but that does not mean that life will be easy. Often in scripture and our own lives a period of reformation is met with trial – to test and confirm it.
	By acting in a godly way, this can actually make us a target for persecution from the world – nations must see that Jehoshaphat is vulnerable – things have changed from the amazing army he had 20 years earlier – 2 foolish alliances with Israel have greatly reduced it.

OH – map – Israel

	Ammon and Moab are the leaders of this invasion – both descendents of Lot.

“other beside the Ammonites” or “some of the Meunites”
	Difficult translation – most say Meunites – an Arabic group located south of Mt Seir.
Another possibility is “with them of the peoples” (Ammon comes from word “people”) This seems more likely later
	Syria/Aram – again some confusion, but most translations say this should be “Edom” – Edom and Aram are almost identical in Hebrew – as well, the rest of the chapter mentions Mt Seir (v10, 22…) which is synonymous with Edom.
	Edom had been under Judah’s control, but appear to be revolting – the events of this chapter are a result/revenge attack from 2Kings 3

OH – map – Dead Sea

	The sea here is a reference to the Dead Sea. The army is very close and have followed a similar route in reverse to that of 2King 3.
	Now at Engedi – 20 miles away, it is rough terrain, but only 3 or 4 days away.

Jehoshaphat has clearly been neglecting military matters if such a huge army can get so close to the capital before detection.
	Hazazon-Tamar – only mentioned one other time in the Bible – Gen 14:7 – the first war in the Bible, a northern and southern confederacy fight, ultimately Abraham is victorious – there are a lot of foreshadowing to other significant prophetic battles in the Bible – and the mention of this place is a link that we will see more of later.

V3-4
Note Jehoshaphat’s reaction
	First – panic and fear – nothing wrong with this, it is perfectly natural. What matters is what happens next. 
	Does he fall into despair? 

Does he look for a human solution?
	No, he turns to seek God

Fasting
Not something we read a lot about in the Bible, it is often just a given. Nearly always associated with prayer, especially in context of repentance, mourning or petition, as it is here – Jehoshaphat goes on to pray 
	Deny self
Turn to God
	Fasting is never an end in it self, or something you “have to do”, rather it is to assist something else – usually prayer.
It can be very useful focus to prayer – when hunger pains hit, reminds one of helplessness and causes us to turn to God
Perhaps it goes on a lot, but I suspect that it does not. We correctly point out that it can be abused and become a source of pride, so therefore go to opposite extreme and ignore it
	OH – In the first century, it was pretty well a given that it would occur.
	 Don’t be showy

Then they will
Selection of elders accompanied with fasting
	Normally it ought to be a private affair, but there are occasions when a national fast was called for. Several years ago there was a fast for ecclesial unity.

Jehoshaphat’s prayer
V6-12 contains a remarkable prayer – filled with scriptural echoes. Lots of principles of prayer for us to follow...

V6-7
4 rhetorical questions that all are ascribing power and glory to God – The way our prayers should start too, just like the example our Lord gave us – 
	Our Father who is in heaven, hallowed be your name…
	The whole prayer has a God-ward focus – it is not about what God can do for us, even though they have great need at this time, but rather is still about who God is
	Note the pronouns. – you, you, your…
Doing this is not to tell God who he is, but to remind ourselves of how great out God is, it increases our confidence and faith – God is over everything, so he can of course deal with our own problems.

	The other thing it does is focus on promises. First here is mentioned Abraham and God’s promise to give the land to his descendents forever. Then Jehoshaphat shifts attention to the fulfilment of the Davidic promises


V8-9
a reference of course to Solomon and the building of the temple – could look at whole of Solomon’s prayer…
	2Chr 6:20 – name is in the house
	God’s eyes open towards the house – will see a group of people with eyes on God (v12)
	v25 – land given to fathers
	v28-30 – enemy besieges…hear, deliver

v10-11
Half way through prayer, now he turns attention to the problem
	But even here, the focus is God-ward – it is not about them – he refers to not “our land” but “the land of your possession”, that “you gave us”
	References back to events in Deuteronomy – 
	Deut 2:4-5 – Seir/Esau
Deut 2:9 – Moab – Ammon also in v19
Refers to the “sons of Lot” – will see this phrase is significant tomorrow – only other occurrence is in Psa 83:8, which is about 2Chr 20.

	Sense of outrage in the prayer here – we obeyed you God, we did not attack them, and look at how they are responding.

Also associated with that, it almost sounds as if Jehoshaphat is blaming God – he is not, but there is a sense of “if only you had let us attack them, none of this would have happened!” 
	Room in our prayers for this sort of honesty or how we feel – should not become disrespectful, but we need to tell God how we FEEL, he knows anyway, but there is no point in pretending all is OK, when it is not.
Will see in a second that this boldness in prayer is based on a previous example that Jehoshaphat is thinking about.

V12
Climax of the prayer – perhaps my favourite verse in the life of Jehoshaphat
	We are powerless
We don’t know what to do
Our eyes are on you
	If only we could have this mindset when ever we face problems
	No trying to solve problem himself
No telling God, this is what we want you to do
No fearful watching of the problem – instead – looking to God
	A thought echoed elsewhere - OH
	Psa 123 especially evocative – a humble image of a servant or maid, reliant on master for sustenance and instruction
Psa 33 – completes the picture – Our eyes are looking to God, and his eyes are on us, no more looking at the coming problem, as if instead our eye’s are meeting.
Take eyes off of the problem – not easy – but it is what faith is all about
	A model prayer of what to do when faced with a problem – present the problem to God – Hezekiah is another example of this – placing Rabshakeh’s letter to the temple and spreading it out before God.

V13
all the people involved in this assembly, right down to babies
	will see this echoed elsewhere tomorrow as well

Abraham – God’s friend
Before looking at God’s response to the prayer – one more thing to look at.
	We know that Abraham is called God’s friend, but have we ever thought of where that expression originates

Jehoshaphat is the first to use it. Why and How?

	Not simple to answer – though the initial clue comes in James 2
	James 2 tells us that the was called God’s friend as a result of the incident of the offering of Isaac.
	Gen 22:2 – 1st occ of “love” – and it is the same word as “friend” in 2Chr 20.
Moriah – exactly where Jehoshaphat is now standing!

V13 – lifts up eyes in mountain of Jerusalem, and sees God’s deliverance
Also may have been thinking of a recent incident in his own life when someone else did kill his son!
	But there is more to God’s friendship than that in Abraham’s life.
	John 15:14-15
Friends – if you do what I command
Therefore, I reveal to you what I am doing
Remember where that concept is discussed?
Abraham…
	Gen 18 – just shared a meal with the angels, and they are about to go away
	Gen 18:17-18 – shall I treat him like a servant of a firend?
	Gen 18:19 – He will teach his children to do what I command – therefore he is a friend!
	Goes on to talk about the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah
	This is the very region the Moabites and Ammonites are invading
And where did they come from – from that very destruction – the sons of Lot in Gen 19
Irony is that at end of Gen 18, Abraham gives perhaps the boldest petition to God to save those people for the sake of Lot – 50, 45, 40, 30, 20, 10 – an amazing passage – ending with v32
Thus Jehoshaphat’s own boldness in his prayer
	All of this links remarkably into the parable of the friend at midnight parable! (If time) OH
Yet one more amazing link- Where yet again Abraham is saving Lot
	Gen 14 – OH
	Some of these links will be more meaningful tomorrow where we look at other echoes to the last days.
	I believe Jehoshaphat had all of this in mind – and linked it all together to match the situation he was currently in, and coined “Abraham, friend of God”
	Persistence and boldness in prayer,
Past good deeds to sons of Lot
Deliverance in a hopeless situation
God revealing to his friends (based on their obedience) what he will do
Land of their possession, promised to Abraham.

God’s Response
V14-17
God’s answer to this prayer comes from an unexpected source – Jahaziel is of the sons of Asaph – he is a Temple singer. 
The events of this chapter have a lot to do with singing and praise
	Jahaziel
V19 – praise is sung
V21-22 Jehoshaphat and people decided to put singers in front of the army. They sing the original psalm of Asaph from 1Chr 16.
Psa 83, as well as we saw yesterday Psa 82 are written in this time period (more on that tomorrow)
	Family of Asaph is a remarkable study – no time to look at in any detail, but I have a handout to help see the scope of this study – distillation of 6 excellent classes by brother Roger Lewis.
	Asaph in charge of the singers under David – especially assigned to worship before the Ark.
600 years of faithful service in one family, 800 if the Apocrypha reference is accurate! How many families last  that long?
 A psalm that Asaph wrote, including the verse “O give thanks to the LORD, for He is good; for His lovingkindness is everlasting” appears throughout the nations history, including this chapter.
Various psalms of Asaph are written through this history – perhaps Jahaziel is the author of Psa 82 and 83. Certainly not written by Asaph himself.
	Singing is important – anyone who knows me will think it highly odd to hear me say that – I am as tone deaf as a brick. But that does not change the fact that our singing as a community is important
	UK in particular take it more seriously
We could make more effort into singing properly – maybe it is just me, but we ought not be haphazard about singing.
One suggestion Roger has – short 5 minute presentations about hymns at Bible Class
Obviously practices are good, for new hymns – thinking about words – is it a sad/joyful hymn, what is the tempo etc. etc.




V15 - the battle is not your, but God’s
V17 Do not fear, You do not need to fight in this battle, stand still and see the salvation of Yahweh
	A couple of phrases here that indicate an unusual victory. Usually God tells the people what they need to do as well – here is a victory that requires simply faith and observation. No works are required.

Both phrases echoed elsewhere (can you think of where?)
	1Sam 17:46-47 – The victory and battle was God’s, David was a mere youth without any realistic weapon or defences. 
As a result of his victory all the earth knows God, just as happens in 2Chr 20
	Exod 14:13-14 – Another battle where Israel have no weapons, and no way out. They are to simply stand and watch God fight for them. And this victory is also accompanied by singing and the nations around fearing (15:14-15)
Will look at this more tomorrow, but the key is these 2 events both are key types of the victory that Jesus Christ has won for us, our salvation – a victory that was one we watched. It was not our works or deeds that brought salvation – it was pure grace.
	Rom 5:6 For when we were yet without strength, in due time Christ died for the ungodly.

V16 – Map OH – Ascent of Ziz, 
	10km north of Engedi, they are already a lot closer than at the start of the chapter – perhaps 3 days journey. 

Actually only 1 day if they were just carrying weapons. But the invading army is travelling a lot slower - as we read the chapter we will find out why.

V18-19
told to stand and see – and immediately the who congregation fall to ground with face down.
I guess it is cultural, but I sometimes wonder if we miss out by not being as demonstrative in our worship?

	Loud praise – obviously in thanksgiving

But the deliverance has not yet occurred – same happens in v21
An example of faith – to trust in God and thank him for what he has promised tio give us, even though we don’t have it yet.

(maybe a good point to break???)

V20
Rise early in morning to set out – no fear or reluctance now
Jehoshaphat acts like a priest here before a battle – Deut 20:2-4
Tekoa, 17km – can still see Jerusalem, and it also overlook vale to the east. 

	“Believe”/”trust” and “established” are same in Hebrew.  Idea is “Believe in God, and he will believe in you” And if he does, you will be established
	same idea in reverse in Isa 7:9 (OH)

Idea is of God being “faithful” It means he will work with us to complete his work!
	We don’t put trust in just God, but his word as well, i.e. his prophets – our emphasis and love for God’s word compared to others is not misplaced.

V21-22
Humanly speaking, this is absurd, to put the choir to the front, but this was the unanimous decision of congregation.
mentioned Asaph’s family already – here is a good example of the spirit of that family.
	1Chr 16:7 – Asaph’s psalm then follows
	1Chr 16:29 – holy array or beauty of holiness
	1Chr 16:34!


	Note v22 – WHEN they started singing – then the victory came. Shows the importance of the victory – same thing happened when Ark brought to Temple…
	2Chr 5:7 – Ark put into Temple, priests then come out (v11)
	nothing happened yet
	2Chr 5:13b “…and when they lifted up their voice… THEN…” the glory comes (note, Asaph’s psalms again!)
	Important lesson – it was not the physical ark that brought God’s glory, but the song and praise – i.e. God is not manifest by external physical things, it is the heart that causes it. That is where God’s glory is to truly live. 

Literal outworking of  Ps 22:3:
	But thou art holy, O thou that inhabitest the praises of Israel.

(OR the singing was very bad, and that the army destroyed itself! At least if you know Tor West singing)

	Several theories as to what the ambushes are.
	That Judah had laid ambushes – can’t be – they were specifically told they had nothing to do

Word “ambushes” is “arab” in Hebrew, perhaps a 4th group is involved in the confusion – again unlikely, but interesting.
Angels went out and fought. The next verse discounts that…

V23-24
Armies destroy each other
Most likely - God sowed confusion in armies – they already likely did not totally trust each other anyway - Edom and Moab had recently been on opposite sides. Perhaps Edom/Seir had laid an ambush for Judah, but it sprung on Seir instead , and they started destroying each other. 
	Will see some echoes of this later, but should make us start thinking of the time of the end:
	Ezek 38:21 – destroy themselves
38:11 – coming against undefended land – like Jehoshaphat’s kingdom at this time
39:10 – Israel to take a spoil, as Jehoshaphat it about to do.
39:11 – Hamon-gog – Hamon = multitude – word used 4 times in 2Chr 20 – e.g. v24 – see dead bodies of multitude, just like Ezek 39 – dead bodies lying everywhere. – East to the Sea – i.e. the Dead sea – same location! (perhaps)

v25 
	dead bodies – most translations have “garments”
I mentioned earlier the army was moving slowly – reason is they are carrying a vast amount of material – 3 days to collect it, and even then they can’t carry it all.
See types later on

V26 
Berecah = blessing

V27-30
wonderful end to the reign of Jehoshaphat
they end at peace, nations surrounding fearing God, and the nation devoted to God. 
And so v31 describes the end of the reign, and sadly as we know, things fall apart very quickly with Jehoram and Athaliah doing their best to undo all of Jehoshaphat’s reforms.

But we won’t end these classes on a negative note. Instead – go back and look at some of the amazing types and parallels in this chapter. We already saw some of the links to Ezekiel. Will see a lot more to Joel.

But first - Psa 83
Saw last time Psa 82 links with 2Chr 19 – this becomes more clear when we see Psa 83 and 2Chr 20 – another psalm of Asaph – maybe authored by Jahaziel

OH
A few uncommon words of phrases in common.
Not a raid, this is an invasion, intent on genocide and settling down – hence the great spoil they were weighed down with.
	Psa 83 describes a very similar group – Ammon and Moab – the sons of Lot are the leaders
	Most of the nations are from the same region, and likely helpers (nations in bold)
	A couple of nations don’t seem to fit – 
	Type, Philistia – perhaps they were going to join in, but did not as the alliance failed, we do know that Philistines did revolt against Jehoshaphat’s son (21:16)
	Philistia is not the normal word – only 8 times – 2 are Exod 15 and Joel 3 which are both linked to this event.
	Assyria – by getting last billing this is obviously not important – what would expect in Jehoshaphat’s time, as the nation not a big player yet.


It may not be surprising that the next Psalm is also relevant to this chapter.

OH
Now the focus is after the deliverance.
	“early rain” will see this in a minute!
	Weeping turned to joy and blessing – in valley! (Note KJV “pools” = “berekah”)
	Only other occ of Baca is 2Sam 5:23-24, 1Chron 14:14-15 – as mulberry tree – a similar victory with God fighting the battle - God setting ambushes!

I have hinted at Joel a couple of times now. Let’s see how it completely now. Psa 84:6 mentions “early rains” – only one other occurrence – Joel 2:23. Many other links.

Dating of Joel is difficult as no mention in the book of the date. 
	But its placement in the canon implies an earlier date as the prophets arranged more or less chronologically.

No refs to Assyria or Babylon
Refers to Valley of Jehoshaphat – and a lot of other links to him too – if not of his time, he was certainly thinking of the events of Jehoshaphat’s life.
	Valley of Jehoshaphat – often say Kidron valley – some reasons why not…
	1st ref to Kidron as this valley is Eusebias in 4th century
	Kidron is a “nachal” – a steep ravine. “valley” in Joel 3 is an “emeq”, a broad valley or depression – but it is the same as the word used in Psa 84 and 2Chron 20 – seems likely to me that if the “valley of Jehoshaphat is located in the valley of Berecah, between Jerusalem and the Dead Sea – much larger

Joel is obviously a latter day prophecy. The connections we are now going to look at are not to propose one particular prophetic idea, but rather show that the events of 2Chron 20 are typical of the time of the end, in that they have already had similarities to Gen 14 and Ezek 38-39, and now Joel too…

OH
Joel 1 is the first act – it is in the past tense, recounting history.  The effects of a severe famine – any idea of what that might be?
	Elijah’s 3.5 year drought – affected outside borders (Zarephath), seems reasonable it affected Judah too.
	Joel 2 then goes on to speak of a coming day of judgement…
	Several calls for repentance – which parallels Jehoshaphat’s appeal to the judges to judge righteously and turn there backs on bribes and partiality, so to avoid wrath from God
OH
links are very obvious here

OH
v20 does mention a Northern army (though this word is unique in the OT) which may be a reference to the Assyrian (mentioned in Psa 83) or even the Ammonites 
	Western sea could be fate of Philistia
	Obscure, insignificant singer prophesies – this is very unusual

OH
same obscure word for Philistia
	No doubt more links too – but even if Jeol was not written in Jehoshaphat’s time, it is certainly thinking of it
	Jehoshaphat said in v20 to trust in God’s prophets – plural, so maybe besides Jahaziel, Joel is also in mind.

Gideon is also a big echo of this chapter and other parts of Jehoshaphat’s life.

Handout
Once attended a Bible school where whole of a brother’s 5 classes were on how Gideon’s life is a type of the first and second advents of Christ. 
	Already saw link in Psa 83 from this event to Gideon’s defeat of Midian and Amalek. 
	Handout shows some of these links, the obvious being the 2 armies not needing to fight as the enemies destroy themselves once trumpets and singing start
Also a sad parallel in the next generation – due to mistakes Gideon and Jehoshaphat made
	Baal worship returns
All the sons killed by their sibling
	One survives

Change of subject to close – parallels to first advent, and in particular Christ’s work of salvation.

	The mention of 3 days is what calls our attention to this. But there are also links to the time of deliverance from Egypt and the crossing of the Red Sea.
	Of course we know the links of the Passover, and the Red Sea pointing to baptism etc.

Another handout (discuss if time)

	Points to Christ great victory
	We were without strength and had no hope

God brings the salvation – we watch
We responding in singing and joy.
We receive a blessing (Berecah)
Rom 5:1 – Peace is the result

Interesting parallel between these events and after the resurrection of Christ:

	v27-28
Jehoshaphat leads them to Jerusalem with great joy to praise in the temple – after the 3 days Christ was in the grave

	Luke 24:50-51
Christ leads them and blesses them – valley of Berekah
	Luke 24:52-53
Go to Jerusalem – to the temple with joy
Context of passage in Luke
24:47 – proclaim Christ to the nations – This happens in 2Chr 20
24:49 – Holy Spirit to be given
This also happens in 2Chr 20 – Jahaziel receives it, but also the gathering of the spoil corresponds to it.
	Eph 4:7-11… 
Reference to Christ’s death – he descends to lower part of earth – Dead sea is literally that!
Dead for 3 days, receives gifts/spoil
Leading captives – Moses/Jehoshaphat
So the concluding picture we have in the life of Jehoshaphat is one of our Lord Jesus:
	A people with no hope or strength – turning eyes to God.
God brings salvation through faith alone
See old man dead – corpses of enemy
Receive peace and spiritual blessings (berekah)
	Being led by our king to Jerusalem and the kingdom
On our way, our life is filled with praise – even though we don’t see the vitcory yet, we sing – “Thanks be to God, who gives us the victory”


Summary 
Many lessons to go away with
	We too are kings in training.

Remember the single minded devotion – almost immune to evil influence around him – took great pride in Yahweh
Dedicated to study of God’s word, but also teaching others – great need today to continue in this tradition
Avoid entanglements in the world – marriage, political and business – all were disastrous
Power of prayer and turning to God in trouble – Several times we see Jehoshaphat’s first reaction – What does God say, or to turn to God in prayer. 
Place of praise and rejoicing, even in adversity

Hope these studies have had an effect in inspiring us all to have a greater devotion to studying God’s word, and more importantly living it. To come to know and love a character we may not have known so well before, to identify with his weaknesses, and to strive to follow his good example.






